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A Note to Our Readers

Dear readers of Public Note,

This special edition of Public Note celebrates our second year of collaboration with the Undergraduate

Research Symposium (URS) of the University of Utrecht. Each year the URS offers excellent bachelor

students the opportunity to present their research. The partnership between the Undergraduate Research

Symposium and Public Note has allowed us to combine strengths and offer the students partaking in the

symposium the chance to publish their work with Public Note in our Special URS Edition. In doing so, we as

Public Note get the chance to broaden our horizons as a platform helping young researchers to engage with

the world of academic publishing.

This year, Public Note was able to attend the symposium and enjoy the presentations of these bright

and driven students. During the symposium we were able to listen to spirited young researchers discussing

a wide range of engaging topics approached from insightful and creative perspectives. Our editors teamed

up with these students to provide our readers with their research, exposing their papers to the world outside

the walls of the university. For this Special URS Edition, the students’ research findings have been revised

and rethought into essays nothing short of befitting in an academic journal due to hard work from the

students. It has been a joy and honor to accompany these young researchers as they begin their journey into

the world of academic publishing.

We wish our readers the same inspiration in reading the students’ papers as our team enjoyed

during this collaboration.

Jet Veenhoff

Chair of Public Note

On behalf of the editorial board of Public Note,

Agnes Termeer, Alexia Ozeel, Emma Ropes, Jim Romijn, John Horstmann, Nikolai Lehre, Oemar van der

Woerd and Sheeling Neo
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Students are encouraged to think for themselves, speak up for what they believe and voice their research in

papers. Sadly, these ideas are often written down, graded, and never looked at again. The Undergraduate

Research Symposium (URS) is an event through which bachelor students are offered to present their papers

to a broader audience and let their research be heard. Like the URS, Public Note shares the mission to

provide a platform for students and young researchers where they can share their work. As Public Note and

URS we are, therefore, happy to be collaborating for the second year in a row. We are proud to present the

second special URS issue. This issue contains the seven best papers of the Undergraduate Research

Symposium and covers a variety of topics

In Campaign finance regulations in the United States: a complex corruption by Bracher (2023), the

author explores how the development of regulation around campaign financing in the U.S. has created an

environment of institutional corruption. The lobbying system around campaign financing has long been

controversial in the United States. Still, Bracher argues that if we believe in the values of democracy, we

ought to understand what forces are trying to undermine or damage democracy.

Researching a phenomenon undermining democracy as well is Napolitano (2023) with his paper

Corporate tax avoidance and the welfare state. In this piece, Napolitano (2023) takes a closer look at the

issues that arise from multinational firms using their wealth to promote their interests at the expense of the

public.

Many of the papers discussed in this issue intertwine multiple disciplines and their findings. A

perfect example of how interdisciplinary research can be useful is the paper The legitimacy of ESG rating

agencies by Scholten (2023). By combining Economics and Politics, Scholten creates an interdisciplinary

framework that he uses to evaluate the legitimacy of ESG agencies, which play a crucial role in sustainable

finance.

In a different corner of Economic research is the paper: The illumination of experiences of

transgender individuals in the Dutch labor market by Lorenz-Meyer (2023). Lorenz-Meyer contributes to

the little literature available on this subject and shows that evidence suggests that transgender workers are

being discriminated against for being a transgender individual as well as a woman. She seeks to add to the

understanding of underlying mechanisms that structurally produce these adverse outcomes.

Complementary to this research is the paper by this year's URS winner: Emily Trabitzsch. In her

paper Exploring experiences of people with a migrant background in access to Vocational Education

Training in Germany (2023), she examines how open trainee places stay unfilled through discrimination

mechanisms for people with a migrant background regarding access to Vocational Education Training.

Moving away from workers with a migrant background and diving into urban migration in Pain of

migration: insights into the impact of urban migration on the broad well-being outcomes of households by

Philoedita Putri (2023). Her research focuses on the adverse effects of urban migration due to unmet

expectations because of labor market stickiness, unsuccessful attempts at enterprise, high urban living

costs, and social repercussions.
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Lastly, in Two contemporary perspectives on consumption and consumer debt: an analysis,

Huijben (2023) focuses his research scope on households but unlike the previous author, he provides an

analysis of two contemporary perspectives of household consumption and debt. His research aims to show

how normative considerations of unspoken moral ideas are an essential part of Economics and play a key

role in economic models and policy.

We hope that these topics will give you food for thought and change your perspective on bachelor

papers. These papers are not just mandatory steps for a diploma but also as fully worthy papers of their

own.
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Campaign Finance Regulation in the United States: A

Complex Corruption

Willem Bracher

Bracher, W. (2023). Campaign Finance Regulation in the United States: A Complex Corruption. Public

Note, 10(2), 4-7.

Abstract

This paper explores how the current system of campaign finance in the United States leads to dependence

corruption, how it is the seemingly inevitable product of legal canon, and how this legal canon itself began.

This leads to a call for reform to tackle the corruption that campaign finance poses. Suggested reforms

range from the passage of new legislation all the way to a restructuring of the Supreme Court, but these are

areas where further research and exploration should take place.

Lessons for Practice

● Oftentimes, problems faced in American society go deeper than simply an issue of legislation (or

lack thereof); instead, we have to examine underlying institutions and structures that are

influencing outcomes.

● Fundamental human rights are complicated, and in our efforts to protect them in daily life, we

cannot forgo one in favor of another, but instead must find a way to balance the variable interests

represented by each.

● Corruption doesn’t have to be blackmail or quid pro quo agreements, it can also be simply a blurring

of incentives that shifts the motivations of political actors away from the public good and their

electorate.

● There is an increasing interconnectedness between different spheres of our society, so in seeking

solutions to complex societal problems, multi-dimensional approaches will be necessary.

Keywords: corruption, campaign finance, political lobbying
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Introduction

This paper will discuss democracy and an essential tenet of democracies – campaigns. Like most things in

this world, campaigns cost money, and the way in which they are financed have serious implications for the

way a country is run. But before we jump into that, let’s begin with a little thought experiment…

Political Perspective

Imagine a country called Lesterland, exactly like the United States in every way except one, they have a

two-tiered election system:

 “Rather than a single election for selecting its leaders, Lesterland has two elections. In the first election,

only [people named Lester] get to vote. In the second, all citizens (who are over 18, and who register, and

in some states, who remember to bring their ID) get to vote. But here’s the rub: For a candidate to run in

the second election — the “general election” — she must do extremely well in the first election — the “Lester

election.” “Do extremely well” does not necessarily mean win. You don’t have to end up first in your

district in the Lester election to have the right to compete in the general election. But you must have done

very well. The vast majority of the winners of the general election also won the Lester election. That fact is

not a secret to anyone” (Lessig 2012, p. 5).

This appears to be a rather absurd setup for a democracy, rather than relying on a simple plurality of

support for election, politicians must first cater to the interests of people who are named Lester. Obviously,

not everyone named Lester will have the exact same interests or values; nevertheless, they will only

represent a small subset of the views and beliefs held across the entire nation. Essentially, this setup forces

politicians to be dependent on the Lesters before they can consider what the general population wants. Of

course, the politicians still need to win the general election, and thus must adopt generally popular policies;

however, if there are certain popular policies that would come at a cost to people named Lester (e.g.,

changing the two-tiered election system), it is extremely unlikely that it will become a widely held policy

position. This reliance on people named Lester is what Lessig terms dependency corruption. Ideally, the

actions and decisions made by politicians are not independent choices, but instead are dependent on

whether or not they serve the public good. Unfortunately, the setup of Lesterland corrupts this ideal,

making these actions initially dependent on the whims of the Lesters. Even more unfortunate, this

institutional setup is more similar to the United States than we might think at first glance.

In American elections, politicians who wish to have a successful

campaign need to first have a well-funded campaign, and those

with the ability to provide those funds are representative of an

exceedingly small subset of the American electorate.

Subsequently, rather than being dependent on the people alone,

politicians must first appeal to those with the capability to fund

their campaigns – just like politicians have to cater their

campaigns first to Lesters in our thought experiment. This

blurring of incentives corrupts politicians' abilities to be solely

dependent on the people, and thus, corrupts American

democracy.

Historical Perspective

If we explore the topic of campaign finance from a historical perspective, it becomes clear how the

establishment of early precedent shaped all subsequent decisions. In Buckley v. Valeo 1976, the Supreme

Court treated campaign expenditure as equivalent to speech. This meant that any restrictions on

expenditure would correlate to an infringement on the fundamental right to free speech. This interpretation

has shaped every subsequent case concerning campaign finance regulation. Litigants continued to argue

that campaign finance restrictions were inhibiting their right to free speech, in First National Bank of

Boston v. Bellotti, FEC v. Conservative PAC, and Citizens United v. FEC (the list goes on and on) and based

on the decision in Buckley, they kept winning. This led to the gradual withering of campaign finance

regulation that we have seen over the past several decades and is what led to the dependency corruption

described by Lessig.
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Legal Philosophical Perspective

However, it is important to note that these court decisions did not happen randomly. There was a deliberate

guiding philosophy that drove the court to make their decisions in the particular way that they did. They

treated fundamental rights according to one of many competing legal theories that lie on a spectrum. One

extreme understands that “rights are absolute but for the exceptional circumstances in which they may be

limited” (Greene 2018, p. 30). This view would align more with what is called the subsumptive approach. It

tends to distill a court case down to the fundamental right in question, and make the decision based on this

interpretation of the scenario. The complementary approach would be one where “rights are limited but for

the exceptional circumstances in which they are absolute” (Greene 2018, p. 30). This is termed the

particularist account. It tends to take several different rights and interests into account and makes the

decision by weighing the value of each of these factors against each other. We can visualize them as along

the spectrum seen in Figure 1, below, with one leaning towards universality, and the other

contextualization.

Figure 1. Spectrum of Legal Approaches to Fundamental Rights’ Adjudication

The Supreme Court currently adopts a view aligned more with the subsumptive approach, and the

implications are drastic. This leads to a situation wherein the courts attempt to adjudicate via universal

principles, splitting a right into different categories with different outcomes, which overlooks potential

variation in a right’s premises (Greene 2018, p. 62). Typically, we understand that not all speech is equal, or

that not all discrimination is the same; however, the current legal approach makes these factors difficult to

parse in the court of law, erring on the side of strong fundamental rights. So as soon as the Supreme Court

equated political expenditure to speech, that freedom could only be curtailed in exceptional circumstances,

limiting the scope of regulation. This created an opportunity for money to flood political campaigns, blur

the incentives of politicians, and corrupt the ideal representation traditionally sought in American

democracy.

Conclusion

With the implications of campaign finance, it can be easy to fall victim to fatalism. When examining the vast

amounts of money that flood campaigns every year, it can seem as if democracy itself is drowning under the

weight of this excessive spending. However, viewing our democracy as ‘drowning’ can serve as a useful

metaphor for beginning to understand how it can be rescued.

‘Lesterland’ revealed that the integrity of our democracy was compromised by corruption, in other words,

that we were drowning. Through examining the way court cases influenced these decisions, our

understanding was broadened. This revealed that we were trying to swim in a river, but the currents of

history were pulling us under. Looking at the guiding legal philosophy extended this understanding again,

showing us that the force driving the current in this particular direction was a choice, and the ability to

reverse its flow exists. Finally, by transforming competing understandings of this issue into a spectrum that

ranges from individual to structural, we gain the insight that in order to prevent this drowning, it will take

more than just a life raft. To truly resolve the issues of campaign finance we need a life raft, a dam, even a

reversal of the flow of the river, not individually, but in concert with each other. What then is a life raft in

the world of campaign finance regulation? What does a dam look like in this context? These responses

range from passing new legislation to fundamentally altering the judicial philosophy of the Supreme Court -
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by no means easy tasks. However, if we want to continue to work towards the ideals that American

democracy strives for, the path is unlikely to ever be easy.

References

Greene, J. (2018). Rights as Trumps. Harvard Law Review, 132(1), 28-132. 

Lessig, L. (2012). Institutional Corruptions. EUI Working Paper RSCAS 2012/68. Global Governance
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Corporate Tax Avoidance and the

Welfare State

An Interdisciplinary Approach

Nicolò Napolitano

Napolitano, N. (2023). Corporate Tax Avoidance and the Welfare State. An Interdisciplinary Approach.

Public Note, 10(2), 8-13.

Abstract

Welfare states are conceived as a common effort to improve societal wellbeing. Its primary role is to support

people’s development, health and security. Individuals may not expect to fully benefit from the welfare

state, while refusing to pay their share of taxes. Yet, some large corporations are able to effectively exploit

public investments, in the form of welfare measures, without contributing to their funding. This article

presents some insights into the issue of corporate tax avoidance, and discusses how integrating different

disciplinary perspectives may help produce stronger responses to it. This article’s main objective is to

demonstrate the advantages of adopting an interdisciplinary approach when designing solutions to

contemporary problems. Knowledge from philosophy, political science and economics, together with

interdisciplinary research theory are the protagonists of this process.

Evidence for Practice

● The welfare state supports firms‘ growth, but corporate tax avoidance makes welfare investments

unsustainable.

● The state has the power to be proactive and influence the behavior of corporations, rather than wait

to punish them.

● Integrating insights from different disciplines allows for a more comprehensive approach.

Keywords: corporate tax avoidance, interdisciplinary research, limitarianism, lobbying, income shifting,

welfare state
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Problem Statement

The welfare states of democratic nations are actively supporting all firms: the education and specialization

of employees, healthcare, social assistance, plus the construction and maintenance of infrastructure all

require large public investments (Estevez-Abe et al., 2001). The assumption is that taxes fund these

investments and allow for a sustainable welfare state. However, it is not unusual for large corporations to

achieve such great economic and political power, that they are able to exploit the welfare system by not

paying what is due (Avi-Yonah, 2000).

The aim of this article is to enrich the debate over possible

solutions to this issue, while expressing the necessity of an

interdisciplinary approach. Hence the question: How may the

use of interdisciplinary theory help governments address the

issue of corporate tax avoidance, in the interest of the welfare

state?

Justification of Interdisciplinary Approach

Why is the interdisciplinary approach necessary? Theories from different literatures may propose various

explanations about causes and solutions, as research originates from distinct perspectives. Assumptions

and methodologies are not universal. If the aim is to produce useful knowledge by integrating previously

scattered information, it is crucial to recognize the theoretical and methodological pluralism (Menken &

Keestra, 2016).

Three disciplines are featured in this article: philosophy, politics, and economics. The philosophical

approach raises questions over the efficiency of the current wealth distribution, and its implications.

Political science insights help to understand the complicated relationship between institutions and

corporations. Economic insights present income shifting as one of the main strategies adopted by some

firms to perform corporate tax avoidance. This article illustrates some solutions proposed by scholars

within these fields. Importantly, they all share a preference for preemptive, not merely punitive actions.

Disciplinary Insights

Limitarianism is a philosophic theory claiming that no one should accumulate money in excess of what is

needed to live a flourishing life (Robeyns, 2019). Despite the obvious controversial potential, why is this

approach interesting? Money has diminishing returns on the owner’s wellbeing, and may thus be

inefficiently distributed if concentrated in the hands of few. Moreover, excessive economic inequalities lead

to a more unequal political representation. “Surplus money” can be translated into political power through

investments in media, lobbying, or simple accumulation (Carroll, 1998). This power is not available to those

without surplus money. The same approach may be applied to corporations (Meyer, 2021). Limitarianism

calls for a redistribution of the capital in favor of welfare investments to cover more urgent global needs

(Robeyns, 2019).

Lobbying reflects the strategy of investing surplus resources in political influence. Some political science

theories, such as public choice, assume that people follow their personal interest in politics as in business

(Tullock et al., 2002). Thus, politicians will welcome lobbying activity if it results in new supporters,

connections, or other assistance. In turn, they will agree to maintain the status quo, by not taking actions

against tax avoidance.

However, voters and consumers are also self-interested. One potential solution is to distance lobbying from

the corporations’ and the politicians’ interests through transparency requirements (Holman & Luneburg,

2012). Transparency removes secrecy: with informed voters and customers, both self-interested politicians

and corporations will have to avoid striking unpopular deals.

Economic theory presents income shifting, a powerful tax avoidance strategy. Today’s globalized world

creates opportunities for a rent-seeking, self-interested multinational corporation to exploit the differences

among local tax rates. It is possible to formally “shift” income in foreign states which feature a lower

corporate tax rate, and “import” the money back home at a later time. Thus, states attract businesses by

lowering their tax rates (Clausing, 2009). Governments compete against each other in what researchers call

a “race to the bottom”, with some tax havens featuring a 0% rate. Such competition cannot be regarded as a

healthy sign of a free market, since it compromises the budget for public welfare measures. In this “game”,
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governments have the power to act first and influence the behavior of corporations. To make income

shifting unprofitable, governments may collect the tax deficit, meaning the difference between a special tax

rate only for “imported” incomes, and the tax haven’s low rate. The aim is to prompt a “race to the top”,

with productive workforce, good infrastructure, high purchasing power becoming more attractive than low

taxes. Welfare improvements would then become the governments’ winning strategy (Clausing et al., 2021).

Analyzing Insights and Finding Common Ground

Building a data management table is an important step in interdisciplinary papers. It presents an overview

of the differences and similarities in concepts, assumptions, methodology, insights and approaches among

the three disciplines.

Figure 1: Data Management Table

At this point, some common ground may be identified among the disciplines. Together, they may provide a

different interpretation of the issue, a better explanation of its causes, or even a new perspective suggesting

an innovative solution. This step is a cornerstone of interdisciplinary research. Theory extension is a useful

technique: the current understanding of corporate tax avoidance can be visually expanded to include the

new causal factors (Repko et al., 2007). The theory extension chart makes the complexity of the issue more

visible, by mapping the main disciplinary insights and their causal links into a web.

Figure 2: Theory Extension Chart
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The chart illustrates the application of the theory extension technique. Starting from the three disciplinary

perspectives, the main insights are displayed in boxes which are connected by arrows according to their

causal relationships.

Corporate limitarianism holds that surplus money will be used to

increase the corporations’ benefit through investments in political

influence. Following the public theory approach, lobbying is in the

interest of rich corporations and policymakers, when their

reputation is not at risk. This is an issue for democracy: only the

richest corporations, which have the resources to invest in lobbying

will obtain some favorable (in)action. Protecting the status quo

maintains income shifting profitable, thanks to uneven tax rates,

and governments not collecting the unpaid taxes of firms operating

in multiple countries.

Integrating Insights

Philosophy insights put an emphasis on the negative effects of inefficient wealth distribution. Insights from

political science focus on the relationship between corporations and the state. Economic literature identifies

weaknesses in current taxation systems. The three disciplines give three partial explanations of the issue:

from this knowledge, at least three different solution approaches are immediately recognizable. First, taxing

surplus money would reduce the primary resource needed for investing in political power. Second,

increased transparency on lobbying activities may render lobbying less appealing to either the policymaker

or the corporation. Third, the collection of tax deficit would make income shifting unprofitable. Adopting

these solutions into a coordinated strategy may address different dimensions of the same issue, ideally

producing a more effective response.

Final Remarks

Each discipline introduces a somewhat different approach to the problem, by finding different causes and

the corresponding responses. There seems to be no reason to consider these as conflicting. The

simultaneous pursuit of multiple paths defines a true interdisciplinary solution. Additional measures to

explore may entail improving coordination among different tax systems, and sanctioning tax havens

(Clausing et al., 2021). Naturally, more extensive and in-depth research is needed to further study the issue,

also including more disciplines and theories in the process.
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The Legitimacy of ESG Rating Agencies

An Interdisciplinary Perspective

Stijn Scholten

Scholten, S. (2023). The Legitimacy of ESG Rating Agencies. An Interdisciplinary Perspective. Public

Note, 10(2), 14-20.

Abstract

Environmental, social and governance (ESG) rating agencies play a crucial economic and political role in

the rise of sustainable investments. However, there are concerns that ESG rating agencies lack legitimacy

for executing this role. This research introduces an interdisciplinary framework which is used to evaluate

the legitimacy of ESG rating agencies. To evaluate the relevance and completeness of this interdisciplinary

framework, and to explore the presence of legitimacy challenges for ESG rating agencies, seven

semi-structured interviews with asset managers and experts are held. Based on these interviews, it is

concluded that, from an interdisciplinary perspective, the legitimacy of ESG rating agencies can be

researched by evaluating their (1) acceptance, (2) expertise, (3) transparency, (4) conflict of interest, (5)

reputation costs, (6) monitoring, and (7) congruence with social objectives. The legitimacy of ESG rating

agencies is mainly challenged due to a lack of transparency, reputation costs, monitoring processes, and

conflict with social objectives.

Lessons for Practice

● The legitimacy of ESG rating agencies is mainly threatened by a lack of transparency, reputation

costs, monitoring process and incongruence with social objectives.

● The legitimacy of ESG rating agencies could be significantly improved by enhancing installing

(public) monitoring processes.

● ESG ratings are not necessarily used for, and thereby not developed for, having a positive ESG

impact on the world, but are rather used to minimize financial damage due to ESG events.

Keywords: sustainability, legitimacy challenges, ESG rating agencies
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Introduction

In 2015, 196 countries signed the Paris Agreement: a legally binding international treaty on climate change

(United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change, 2022). By signing this treaty, it has been

globally recognized that climate change is a global problem, and that to overcome this problem, global

cooperation is required (Park, 2018). In order to finance the set climate goals, Busch et al. (2016), Folqué et

al. (2021), and Park (2018) argue that a reorientation within the financial system towards a long-term

sustainable finance paradigm is necessary.

Since the Paris Agreement, a reorientation

towards a more sustainable investment

paradigm has been noticed (Chen & Zhao,

2021). Between 2016 and 2020, global

sustainable investments increased from 22,8

trillion USD to 35,3 trillion USD in the

regions Europe, United States, Canada, Australia, and Japan (Global Sustainable Investment Alliance

[GSIA], 2020). Generally, sustainable investing is defined as an investment approach where environment,

social and governance (ESG) factors are considered in the portfolio selection and management (GSIA,

2020). ESG factors can be integrated in the portfolio selection and management by using ESG products that

are created by ESG rating agencies (Kölbel et al., 2020). ESG rating agencies are companies that assess

corporate sustainability performance with their own ESG research methodology (Escrig-Olmedo et al.,

2019). Consequently, ESG rating agencies are in a position to determine how to define and measure

corporate sustainability performance (Cunha et al., 2020). In European Union (EU) legislation about

sustainable finance, ESG products also play a significant role in helping to measure corporate sustainability

performance (European Commission [EC], 2022; EU, 2019). This way, ESG products are institutionalised

by the EU as a way of measuring corporate sustainability performance. In other words, ESG rating agencies

have gained legitimacy to determine how to define and measure corporate sustainability performance.

Giving legitimacy to private actors can help solving societal problems (Berstein & Cashore, 2017). However,

in the case of ESG rating agencies, their legitimacy position is challenged. ESG rating agencies are being

criticized for a for a lack of transparency (see Abhayawansa & Tyagi (2021) and Becker et al. (2022)), lack of

quality (see Berg et al. (2022) and Chatterji et al. (2016)), and problems related to their independence (see

Avetisyan & Hockerts, 2017 and Autoriteit Financiële Markten ( 2020)). For these reasons, this research

seeks to evaluate the legitimacy of ESG rating agencies to determine how to define and measure corporate

sustainability performance.

Theoretical framework

In this research, Bernstein’s (2005) definition of legitimacy is used. Bernstein (p. 142) defines legitimacy as

“the acceptance and justification of shared rule by a community”. When asset managers contract ESG rating

agencies and when the EU refers to ESG factors in their financial policies, a shared rule is created and

defined as giving ESG rating agencies a mandate to determine how to define and measure corporate

sustainability performance. In order to evaluate the acceptance and justification of shared rule, an

interdisciplinary approach is used.

As seen in Figure 1, based on integrated economic and political science perspectives, the following seven

factors are distinguished and used to evaluate the legitimacy of ESG Rating agencies: (1) acceptance, (2)

expertise, (3) transparency, (4) conflict of interest, (5) reputation costs, (6) monitoring mechanisms, and (7)

accordance with social objectives. Afterwards, these factors have been analysed by conducting seven

semi-structured interviews with Dutch asset managers and economic/political experts.
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Figure 1. Evaluating legitimacy from an interdisciplinary perspective

Results

Based on the interviews, it is concluded that the legitimacy of ESG rating agencies is mainly challenged by a

lack of (3) transparency, (5) reputation costs, (6) monitoring processes, and (7) incongruence with social

objectives. The (3) transparency given by ESG rating agencies is limited since, especially smaller asset

management firms, indicate that they do not have access to, or fail to understand the methodology used to

collect ESG data and create ESG ratings. Additionally, ESG rating agencies have (5) low reputation costs.

The lack of transparency harms comparability and makes it difficult to measure quality. Moreover, a few

ESG rating agencies have an oligopoly and take smaller ESG rating agencies which enter the market over.

Therefore, they are only to a limited extent controlled by the market, since buyers of ESG products have no

proper alternatives. Furthermore, it has been concluded that no (6) structural public monitoring processes

have been installed. The combination of the lack of transparency, reputation costs, and monitoring raises

concerns about the quality assurance of ESG products and challenges the legitimacy of ESG rating agencies.

Notwithstanding these challenges, another threat to the legitimacy of ESG rating agencies is (7) discrepancy

between a social desire to have ESG ratings which measure companies’ ESG impact on the world, and the

reality of ESG ratings which measure the impact of ESG events on companies’ financial performance. For

this reason, a high ESG score, does not necessarily entail that the respective company is sustainable, and

therefore, does not serve the social objective of financing sustainable companies.

Conclusion and further research

ESG rating agencies play, and most likely will play, a fundamental role in making the financial sector more

sustainable. Due to the lack of transparency, reputation costs and (public) monitoring processes, the quality

of ESG products is under pressure, and thereby, challenges the legitimacy of ESG rating agencies.

Therefore, it is recommended to study how these factors can be improved by, for example, installing public

or private institutions that monitor quality processes. Additionally, there is a difference between using ESG
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ratings to limit ESG based (financial) risk, or using them to create a positive societal impact. Whilst the first

is more common, the latter is, from a social perspective, a reason for granting ESG rating agencies

legitimacy. Therefore, the legitimacy of ESG rating agencies to define and measure corporate sustainability

performance is, from an interdisciplinary perspective, strained.
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Drawing from the experiences of transgender

individuals to study workplace gender inequalities

in the Dutch labour market

Mara Lorenz-Meyer

Lorenz-Meyer, M. (2023). Drawing from the experiences of transgender individuals to study workplace

gender inequalities in the Dutch labour market. Public Note, 10(2), 21-25.

Abstract

This study examines the labour market experiences of transgender individuals in Dutch workplaces through

seven in-depth interviews with transgender women and men. The pre-and post-transition experiences of

transgender workers reveal that they are discriminated against for being transgender and for being women

in the workplace. The former depends on the degree to which a transgender person is visibly transgender to

others and the latter seems to be produced through gendered stereotypes embedded in organizational

structures and workplace interactions that disadvantage women and advantage men. The trans women in

this study report a devaluation in their skills, abilities, authority and respect when becoming women at

work while most of the trans men report the reversed when becoming men at work, although their human

capital and childhood socialization remain the same. It follows that human capital and gender socialization

theories cannot explain why gender inequalities between women and men persist in the Dutch labour

market.

Lessons for Practice

● Creating more gender identity awareness is needed for greater transgender acceptance.

● Workplaces particularly, should more actively engage in gender identity discussions and broaden

their scope to an intersectional framework.

Keywords; transgender identity, workplace inequalities, gender discrimination, labour market
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Introduction

Although the economics of the LGBTQ+ community is an emerging field of study, research is still in its

infancy. Especially, the labour market experiences of transgender
I
people have been almost entirely ignored

in the Dutch academia (Geijtenbeek and Plug, 2018). Since only 0,28% of the Dutch population identify as

transgender, they constitute a very small minority group (Kuyper, 2017). Even though the Netherlands is

ranked as one of the most tolerant countries towards gender and sexual minorities in the world (Andersen

& Fentner, 2008), transgender individuals unfortunately, continue to occupy a marginal position within

society and Dutch workplaces (Vennix, 2010; Verbeek et al., 2020).

In an attempt to improve their often marginalized position, this

research aims to illuminate their workplace experiences.

Furthermore, similar to Schilt’s studies (2006; & Wiswall, 2008),

this paper understands that the exploration of pre-and

post-transition experiences can serve a broader interest and

provide unique insides to the discussion on why gender inequalities

seem to persist in workplaces. This is because, unlike cisgender
II

women and men, due to a gender transition, the same transgender

person is able to experience the workplace as a woman and as a

man while maintaining the same level of human capital. This

perspective allows to challenge existing economic theories.

Theoretical framework

Attempting to explain workplace gender inequalities, several socioeconomic theories emerged. Human

capital theory views the labour market as a neutral environment in which workers are rewarded for their

abilities, experiences and productivity (Becker, 1962). Because women are more likely than men to take

time off from work for child-rearing and family duties, they eventually have fewer work experiences and

skills, respectively. Consequently, human capital theory argues that gender workplace disparities are the

result of these differences in skills and experiences between women and men and not of gender

discrimination.

According to gender socialization theory, children receive messages from socialization agents such as

parents, peers, teachers and the media about what kind of behavior is appropriate for their gender (Marini,

1989; Subich et al., 1989; Kimmel, 2000). Girls are taught that “feminine“ traits include caring and

nurturing and thus, are more likely as women to seek occupations that reinforce these traits such as primary

school teaching and nursing. Women are further socialized to prioritize family obligations. Consequently,

they are more likely to seek out lower-paying jobs that carry less opportunity for advancement, however,

provide more flexibility for family schedules (Paap, 2006). Men, in contrast, are socialized to seek

higher-paying jobs with greater authority to reinforce their sense of masculinity (Gould, 1974; Kimmel,

2000). The theory posits that this early childhood socialization creates gender specific job preferences

which eventually account for gender differences in human capital accumulation later on in life (Corcoran &

Courant, 1985).

A third theory, namely gendered organization theory suggests that employers and coworkers rely on

gendered stereotypes when assessing which workers are best suited for which jobs (Williams, 1992, 1995;

Valian, 1999; Padavic & Reskin, 2002). The theory claims that what is missing from the before-mentioned

theories is how the male advantage is maintained and reproduced in the form of gender expectations and

stereotypes that are deeply embedded in organizational structures and workplace interactions (Acker, 1990;

Williams, 1992, 1995; Martin, 2003).

Conclusively, human capital and gender socialization theories would predict that the experiences of this

study’s participants do not change for the same worker pre-and post-transition because the skills and work

experience remain the same. Gendered organization theory, on the other hand, would predict a deteriorated

position of trans women for becoming women in the workplace and an improved position of trans men for

becoming men in the workplace. The following analysis will test these theoretical predictions.

Results and analysis
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The analysis is structured into key mechanisms that emerged from the data collected. The data collected

stems from personal interviews with four transgender women and three transgender men who are active

participants in the Dutch labour market and narrate their pre-and post-transition experiences. Further

characteristics of the participants can be found in Appendix II.

Differences in treatment pre- and post-transition

The trans women respondents of this study report a devaluation in their skills, abilities, authority and

respect as women in the workplace while most trans men

respondents report an increase in their skills, abilities, authority

and respect as men at work, although their human capital and

childhood socialization remain the same. This shift in treatment

suggests that workplace gender inequalities are not persistent only

because women make different educational and work-related

choices than men but rather because employers and coworkers

often rely on gendered stereotypes to evaluate women’s and men’s

abilities and job performance. All of the respondents encountered

gendered stereotypes in workplace settings, mainly from

coworkers, clients and/or students (teaching profession). These

gendered stereotypes seem to harm trans women respondents

more and thus, might be able to partially explain their

disadvantaged position in the Dutch labour market.

Furthermore, gendered stereotypes seem to not only apply to the binary gender roles of women and men

but also to transgender identities that break the gender binary. Therefore transgender people face

workplace discrimination and barriers to enter or remain in the labour market mainly when others perceive

them as “different“ from cisgender. Transgender discrimination seems to occur more often from cisgender

men and within male groups which explains why transgender workers tend to self-segregate into

female-dominated workplaces. Trans women seem to be marginalized twice because the Dutch labour

market punishes them for transgender visibility and for being a woman. Their typically greater visibility as

transgender makes them even more vulnerable to transgender discrimination as compared to trans men.

Conclusion

This study examines the pre- and post-transition experiences of transgender individuals in the Dutch labour

market and thereby challenges existing socioeconomic theories. It concludes that gendered organization

theory can partially account for the experiences and challenges transgender people encounter in Dutch

workplaces, however, human capital and gender socialization theories cannot. The findings of this research

can be socioeconomically relevant in two ways. First, they can stimulate the transformation of Dutch

workplaces in order to improve the marginalized position of transgender workers. Explicit policy

recommendations given by the participants to workplaces can be found in Appendix III. Second, they can

have valuable implications for the collective feminist aim to challenge persisting gender workplace

inequalities.

I have not actively been discriminated but it's little remarks, for example, the jokes when people didn't

know in most situations that I was transgender. But that does kind of set the tone. […] It’s those things

that make you feel excluded and like you're different. And that's kind of at the core of discrimination, of

course, that you're different […] and no one wants to be different. (Josh, trans man)

The author would like to mention that this paper is a modified and shortened version of the original research paper.
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Abstract

The German labor market faces an increasing shortage of skilled workers in most handicrafts trade. At the

same time, each year, traineeship positions remain vacant. To find potential reasons for this imperfect labor

market situation, this paper explored and identified in form of a qualitative research approach various

discrimination mechanisms for people with a migrant background in access to Vocational Education

Training (VET). The main findings are the importance of a social network for a successful application as

well as societal and employers’ biases during the application process that can disadvantage minority groups.

The results of the research are relevant in two ways. First, they highlight the difficulties in the application

process due to intersectionality and hint at structural inequality in Germany that minority groups face

because of their social origin. Secondly, results provide innovative policy recommendations for ensuring

substantive Equality of Opportunity in access to VET.

Evidence for practice

● Findings suggest a discriminatory treatment for people with a migrant background in the

application process for Vocational Education Training (VET)

● To reduce discrimination, companies should establish a transparent hiring process

● Moreover, people with a migrant background should get sufficient support in the form of social

workers and free tutoring to increase their social capital

Keywords: Vocational Education Training (VET), labor market, discrimination, equality of opportunity,

application process, migrant background
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Introduction

Various studies have found that discrimination in access to Vocational Education Training (VET) preserves

in most applications processes (Beicht & Walden, 2017, 2019; Protsch & Solga, 2016; Söhn, 2020; Tjaden,

2017). Additionally, unequal opportunities in access to VET have received wider public and academic

attention in the past years (Antidiskriminierungsstelle, 2013; BIBB, 2008, 2014, 2017). The reports all have

in common that people with a migrant background are less likely to be offered a traineeship position

(Antidiskriminierungsstelle 2013). More than three times as many people with a migrant background

between the ages of 20 and 34 have no qualified training (BIBB 2017). At the same time, the results of a

study by a German economic research institute (WifOR) predict an increasing lack of qualified workers in

the most diverse areas (Groll, 2022). The demographic situation in which a growing number of people of

the baby boom generation are retiring exacerbates this development. As a reaction, the CEO of the German

Federal Labor Office said in 2021 that Germany needs "400.000 more immigrants each year to prevent staff

shortages in the German labor market" (Hagelüken, 2021). Paradoxically, more than 40 percent of

apprenticeship positions remain vacant each year (“Unbesetzte Ausbildungsplätze,” 2021). Despite this skill

shortage, about 24,000 young people trying to enter the vocational track were left without training

placements (BMBF, 2018). This gap hints at a remarkable mismatch between skill supply and demand.

What follows from this is an imperfect labor market situation in the access to VET. Therefore, it is of crucial

relevance to explore the topic thoroughly to better understand the unequal access in the VET sector in

Germany.

Method

A qualitative research approach with semi-structured in-depth interviews was used to explore and

understand discrimination mechanisms for people with a migrant background during their application

process for VET. To take part in the study, participants had to fulfil the following criteria: 1) they are

currently enrolled or have been enrolled in VET in Germany and 2) they have a migrant background. The

aim of the recruitment was to get a preferably diverse sample of participants. The age of the participants

ranges from 18 to 25. More detailed characteristics of each participant can be found in the Appendix 1. An

interview guide was developed and sent to the participants beforehand to ensure transparency and clear

information. Interviews were conducted in German via Zoom and digitally recorded. They lasted

approximately 20-30 minutes. During the recruitment, voluntary and informed consent was a central

aspect. Moreover, participants had the possibility to ask questions at any time. The research complied with

General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) rules and treated data as carefully as possible. Recorded

interviews were translated and transcribed manually and a thematic analysis approach was used for the

analysis (Braun & Clarke, 2013).

Results

The research identified various discriminatory

mechanisms that challenge people with a migrant

background in accessing VET. These mechanisms

corroborate existing economics theories on

discrimination in the labor market and will be

presented in the following.

Firstly, many participants reported to have

perceived direct discrimination during the interviews. Female participants for example were asked to take

off their headscarf during work (quote 1,2,3
1
). Based on these findings, the participants' experiences

support the theory of taste-based decision making in the application process (Becker, 1957). Accordingly,

employers' prejudices against applicants can lead to negative results for applicants. Based on the employers

taste, people are not chosen by their objective skills and working experience but rather by the subjective

preference of the employer (Becker, 1957).

Secondly, participants reported to have sent applications above average to finally get a call back (quote

4,5,6,7). Their experiences are in line with other scientific studies on discrimination due to a foreign

sounding name at the first stage of the application process (Bertrand & Mullainathan, 2004; Kaas &

Manger, 2012; Nennstiel, 2022). This observation supports statistical discrimination theory that argues that

employers misjudge the applicants' productivity by considering the expected productivity of the ascriptive

group the applicant belongs to (Arrow, 1973). Hence, it is based on imperfect information about the actual

1
See the Online Appendix for an overview of the quotes from the interviews.
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productivity of the individual job candidate. Members from a less favorable group might be hired at less

favorable terms (Phelps, 1972). Thereof, people with a foreign-sounding name face disadvantages in the

application process (Koopmans et al., 2018).

The third discriminatory mechanism identified presents the potentially weaker academic profile of people

with a migrant background in the application process. This mechanism refers to a certain degree of

intersectionality minority students are more likely to experience. Crenshaw (1991) introduced the theory of

intersectionality by arguing that inequalities often persist because multiple forms of discrimination are

mutually constitutive (Crenshaw, 1991). In the case of people with a migrant background, intersectional

discrimination can be observed in their disadvantaged position of educational performance (Buchmann &

Parrado, 2006; Prenzel et al., 2013; Riphahn, 2003). Due to a typically lower school certificate, their

options for VET decrease because they do not meet the preconditions. Having on top of that the biasedness

of employers, people with a migrant background are set in a highly disadvantaged position.

Lastly, the importance of access to a support network during the application process supports social capital

theory by Bourdieu (1977). It emphasizes social capital as a reproduction of hierarchical structures. Studies

have illustrated that not all migrants actively reach out for counselling services (Granato & Neises, 2017).

Additionally, the PISA analysis shows that students with a lower socio-economic background participate

less in career guidance activities (Musset & Kurekova, 2018; Sweet et al., 2014). Contrastingly, most

participants reported from a social network in form of advisory fairs, social workers, and career guidance in

school that helped them during their application process. Most of them considered the support as very

helpful(quote 8,9, 1op). It is, therefore, of crucial relevance for a smooth transition to VET that career

guidance services provide easily accessible offers for everyone interested in support. This way, the

discriminatory mechanism in the form of a lack of support in the application process is reduced if not

dissolved. Parallelly, a functioning support network would at least ensure equal opportunities in terms of

the search and preparation for the application procedure.

Conclusion

The reports of the participants clearly show that unequal opportunities in access to VET exist. If not tackled,

the situation of VET in Germany will have drastic consequences for the prospective economy in Germany

due to an increasing lack of skilled worker. To counteract discrimination, companies could for example ask

for application letters with anonymized personal data about

ethnicity, gender, or religion. This way, employers prevent a

situation in which they make a potentially unfair decision based

on the assumed productivity of the applicant. Additionally, there

should be more support in the form of social workers and free

tutoring for those who need it. This way, they acquire the

necessary capabilities to make use of formal opportunities of

access to VET. Moreover, a transparent recruitment process can

decrease the risk of direct and indirect discrimination due to

biases.

Further research can, in various ways, contribute to the topic of disadvantaged access to VET. Firstly, it can

make a cross-country analysis of the hurdle to access in VET and look for differences or similarities. Results

could enrich the discussion on ensuring substantive equal opportunities for young people searching for a

traineeship. Secondly, further exploration of organizational discrimination regarding the pre-requirements

in an application might illuminate more discrimination mechanisms. The same holds for exploring

employers' perceptions and their decision-making process in determining to what extent discrimination

happens on a direct-indirect level. Thirdly, research should be done regarding the design and effectiveness

of policies in reducing the importance of social capital. In a society with equal opportunities, social origin

should not be a determining factor of one’s success. Thus, policy makers should design policies that ensure

a fair application procedure that is independent of the applicant’s social capital.
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Abstract

The panacea proposed for Jakarta’s environmental deterioration involves relocating the capital to a new city

to be built in East Kalimantan. Despite garnering parliamentary support, a survey revealed great reluctance

of citizens to move to the new capital. This resistance of urban migration is growing globally. To facilitate

policymakers in constructing an urban environment conducive to improving migrant well-being, this paper

focuses on understanding the impact of urban migration decisions on household well-being outcomes by

studying Indonesian Family Life Survey data. The analysis extends existing literature by stratifying between

rural-originating and urban-originating households and employing triple-difference estimation to evaluate

the impact on objective and subjective well-being. Adopting the triple-difference method exposes the

negative impact of urban migration on well-being, which the commonly adopted difference-in-difference

estimation underestimates. This is argued to be due to unmet rising expectations of migrants resulting from

labour market stickiness, futile attempts at enterprise, high urban living costs, and social repercussions.

Evidence for practice

● This paper calls to attention the vast disparity between areas within Indonesia such that households

decide to migrate in the first place. Although the country has been making substantial

improvements in both urban services and infrastructure in numerous towns, it is unclear whether

these facilities are providing the level of quality migrants are expecting.

● The findings of this study expose the urgency of investigating Indonesia’s assistance in the processes

of urban migration. By streamlining the process and communicating it more effectively, households

will have a much better understanding of the costs and rewards of migration. Additionally, effective

social safety nets, consisting of both public assistance and market insurance, would reduce

dependence on social networks.

● However, the best means to help migrants is to ease their integration. Offering housing assistance in

the form of rent subsidies, pre-migration matching to a job, help with childcare arrangements, and

schemes generating a general feeling of welcomeness would enable the migrant to quickly feel more

at home in their new community.

Keywords: urban migration, well-being, difference-in-difference, triple-difference
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Introduction

Indonesia’s current president, Joko Widodo, has announced his plan to relocate the capital from Jakarta to

a new city to be built in the province of East Kalimantan, named Nusantara (Ramadhan and Aida, 2022).

The main reasons are to promote development in outer islands and to ease the environmental degradation

pressures on Jakarta. A 2019 survey distributed among central government staff showed that 94.7%

rejected the capital relocation plan due to their fear of low-quality health and education facilities, and

salaries insufficient to sustain living in the new capital (JawaPos, 2019). The reluctance of urban migration

can also be seen in other countries, even with the promise of higher wages in these urban areas. The average

family of slum dwellers in Delhi, many of whom migrated from Bihar and Uttar Pradesh, lived on slightly

over $2 a day (at PPP), which is much higher than the bottom 30% in these two states, as they live on less

than $1 a day (Banerjee and Duflo, 2019). Yet, many of the poor decided to stay. Consequently, it is crucial

to assess the benefits of migration on the households and

determine if these effects are in actuality, overestimated. Therefore,

this paper aims to assist policymakers by detailing an environment

conducive for improving the well-being of migrant households.

Accordingly, the research question is: How does the urban

migration decision impact household well-being, as evaluated

through their objective and subjective dimensions?

Method

This paper employs micro-data
2
from the third (2000), fourth (2007), and fifth (2014) waves of the

Indonesian Family Life Survey (IFLS). A migrant household is defined as one in which the head has lived

outside the community for longer than six months during the period of 2007-2014. The sample will include

only those with voluntary migration streams and reported not migrating to an urban area before 2007.

Estimations will be conducted separately between rural-originating households (ROHs) and

urban-originating households (UOHs). Difference-in-difference (DID) and triple-difference (TD) methods

will be employed
3
. DID estimation involves subtracting the difference in average outcome value in the

non-urban migrants between the fourth and fifth waves, from the respective difference in the urban

migrants. To improve upon this, I will use both the third and fourth waves to conduct triple-difference

estimation such that different untreated time trends between the treated and control groups can be

controlled for. In TD estimation, the DID outcome observed for the third and fourth waves is subtracted

from that observed for the fourth and fifth waves.

Results

The results
4

from using TD show that the DID method underestimates the negative impact of urban

migration on household well-being for both sets of households, with especially significant effects on those

originating from urban areas, as visualised in Figure 1. Migrating UOHs earned significantly less than those

that did not, and have lower satisfaction with their health conditions, living standards, and life as a whole.

4
The most important results of the analysis are highlighted in the article. The rest of the results can be found in the online appendix.

3
More information on the employed method of DID and TD can be found in the online appendix.

2
More information on the variables used can be found in the online appendix.
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Figure 1: Overview of impact of urban migration on well-being outcomes.

Figure 2: Type of employment for rural-originating households in IFLS Waves 4 and 5.

Figure 3: Type of employment for urban-originating households in IFLS Waves 4 and 5.
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Discussion

Why are the effects of urban migration not as positive as theory seems to predict? Firstly, as shown in

Figures 2 and 3, there may be migrants who did not manage to find formal employment, despite being

willing to work at lower wages. This reflects the fundamental workings of labour markets. The relationship

with a worker lasts long, as even with less stringent laws, firing remains unpleasant. Judging the quality of a

potential worker is also difficult. Firms refuse to hire just about anyone willing to work for them and may

rely on inefficient and extensive hiring processes
5
. Moreover, firms may be unwilling to pay lower wages, as

they worry that the low wage is too close to the efficiency wage, and that employee morale will be lowered

due to wage differences in the workplace (Shapiro and Stiglitz, 2008; Breza et al., 2018).

Secondly, households who chose the alternative of establishing their own businesses may be reaping

insufficient profits. Although studies have found the poor to have entrepreneurial talent allowing them to

acquire high initial gains from their enterprises
6
, their long-term performance often seems dull in

comparison. In Indonesia, only two-thirds of businesses of the poor survive five years and usually employ

only one worker (Banerjee and Duflo, 2007). As theory suggests that these businesses have high marginal

returns, the question remains why they are not expanding. The returns may be steep initially, yet quickly

diminish without further large investment into more efficient production technologies.

Thirdly, even with employment, migrants’ expectations of better living conditions may not be met. For

instance, housing costs may be too high. This is especially the case for developing countries due to their lack

of infrastructure (Hub, 2017; Kaul, 2020). Additionally, due to the high costs of private health and

education facilities, migrants may have to turn to public facilities which are not too dissimilar from those in

their origin and were what they were fleeing from in the first place or sacrifice spending in other areas.

Fourthly, there are significant social repercussions as migrants must adapt to a new environment, develop

new life patterns, and build new social contracts (Heniks, 2018). This may be even more difficult for those

from rural areas due to the stark contrast between their origins and the city. In addition, due to not being

the dominant race, the migrant often becomes a member of the out-group (Portes, 1998; Putnam, 1901).

Discrimination against certain ethnicities, especially those prominent in rural areas, remain prevalent in

Indonesia (Siahaan et al., 2021). Moreover, the overly positive stories told by previous migrants unwilling to

admit their disappointing realities could cause expectations of migrants to rise (Mahler, 1995; Sayad et al.,

2018). Their expectations also improve due to the change of a

single frame of reference to a dual frame of reference, as they

compare themselves to natives in the new city alongside those

from their origin that did not move (Gokdemir and Dumludag,

2012; Gelatt, 2013; Obucina, 2013). Finally, urban migrants

may have sacrificed their own well-being at the expense that

their families back home are faring better.

Conclusion

This paper explored the impacts of urban migration on household well-being to evaluate if its benefits have

actually been overestimated. The triple-difference estimates reveal that the results found with the

ubiquitous difference-in-difference method have significantly underestimated the negative impacts on both

objective and subjective well-being outcomes, with increasingly latent negative effects for households with

urban origins. This paper explains these results on the grounds of unmet rising expectations arising from

labour market stickiness, futile attempts at enterprise, high urban living costs, and social repercussions, as

seen in Figure 4.

6
A project conducted in Sri Lanka gifted a random group of owners of tiny businesses grants worth either 10,000 or 20,000 rupees, equivalent to

$250 and $500 respectively in PPP, and found the return to be over 60% a year for the average business (de Mel et al., 2008). A similar study

conducted in Mexico found even higher returns (McKenzie and Woodru, 2008). Another program in Bangladesh gave an asset along with a small

financial allowance to extremely poor households and found an increase in their consumption by up to 10% and them having more positive outlooks

on life (Banerjee et al., 2010).

5
Studies have found evidence for these hiring behaviours. Out of over three hundred firms researchers approached in Ethiopia, only five were

willing to randomise whom they hired despite the jobs requiring no specific skills (Blattman and Dercon, 2018). Another study found that 56% of

firms insist on work experience even for blue-collar jobs (Franklin et al., 2020) and that it is relatively common to depend on previous employer

referrals (Caria, 2015; Serneels, 2007).
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However, there are still many avenues for future research to be

conducted on. Due to Indonesia’s polarisation of socioeconomic

activity, stratifying the decision of urban migration into migrating to

Greater-Jakarta and other metropolitan areas should be

investigated. The effects of the decision can also be explored on other

well-being outcomes, such that a clearer picture for the causal

channels can be established. Additionally, the impact should also be

evaluated on families of migrants back at their origins.

Figure 4: Overview of reasons for unmet rising expectations
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Abstract

In this paper, two contemporary perspectives on consumption are explicated and analyzed for their

implications on the notion of “consumer debt.” It is argued that Milton Friedman’s Permanent Income

Hypothesis sees consumer debt as an amoral phenomenon, which is contrary to the Rajan Hypothesis. This

last hypothesis so is argued, considers debt as something which bears responsibility by the creditor. This is

placed in a larger discussion of the normative values which underly economic theories. This research shows

how implicit moral notions, which underly economic theory, are an essential part of the economic discipline

and it reveals how these notions play a crucial role in considering economic models and policy.

Evidence for Practice

● Theories have value-laden implications, and these should be considered when designing economic

policy

● An analysis of economic theories can help to uncover the relationship between economic theories

and the real world

● Deconstructing implicit assumptions may provide a guideline for fostering a more sustainable future

Keywords: permanent income hypothesis, Rajan hypothesis, consumer debt, phenomenological study of

debt
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Introduction

In contemporary economic discourse, a popular view of consumer consumption, the Permanent Income

Hypothesis, has been challenged by what is now known as the Rajan Hypothesis. Even though the

Permanent Income Hypothesis was first formulated in the 1950s, it is still debated and defended in

present-day economic discussions. Up until this point in the discourse, these theories of consumption have

not yet been analyzed for their relation to the notion of consumer debt. With the sheer importance placed

on debt in society, a serious analysis of the relationship between these theories of consumption and debt

can be a step toward a more fundamental understanding of the term.

Permanent Income

The Permanent Income Hypothesis, first posited by Milton Friedman, states that consumers smooth out

consumption over their lifetime to a level that is consistent with their expected lifelong average income

(Friedman 25-27). This relatively simple model helps to explain, in an intuitive manner, many real-life

phenomena. Consumption, for example, is less of a volatile factor than income; people who lose their entire

temporary income through the loss of a job, generally do not stop consuming.

The Permanent Income Hypothesis implies a detached moral stance toward consumer debt. It considers

debt as something amoral, meaning something which exists outside of the moral domain. The hypothesis

requires consumers to have access to acquiring debt. Without debt and access to debt, consumers would be

unable to consume at a level that is equal to their expected lifelong income, if their expected lifelong income

is non-linear. Access to acquiring debt is a necessary condition for this to work. If, for example, students

could not borrow money to finance their studies, they could not consume or study. It is therefore that

consumer debts hold an amoral position within the framework of the hypothesis.

It is neither a significant “good” thing, which deserves praise, nor a “bad thing,” that calls for reprimand.

Within this, the acquisition of consumer debt becomes naturalized. This means that “debt” is seen as

something that simply exists in the causal order of nature, outside of the realm of morality. Debt becomes

consistent with justified adaptive expectations and is therefore immune to moral judgment. This is contrary

to societal views on the notion of debt. Further analysis of this implication and its yield to the larger frame

of consumer debt follows later in this paper.

Rajan hypothesis

The Rajan Hypothesis states that extended and promoted access to credit for low-income households

contributed enormously to the 2008 financial crisis. Raghuram Rajan argues that “The political response to

rising inequality […] was to expand lending to households, especially low-income ones. The benefits –

growing consumption and more jobs- were immediate, whereas paying the inevitable bill could be

postponed into the future” (9). The more accessible access to credit has been made especially available to

those who have been “left behind by growth and technological progress” (Rajan 23-24). Those “left behind”

have received very little of the increased economies. Whilst the size of the global, and the US, economy has

been steadily rising in the years leading up to the financial crisis of 2008, real wages have stagnated or

maybe have even fallen (28-29).

The implication of the Rajan Hypothesis on consumer debt seems

to be that there is less than full blame on consumers with

untenable debt portfolios. Rising levels of consumer debt can,

according to Rajan, be attributed to deliberate governmental

policies and ideological propositions. This stance towards debt

does not have the same amoral view as Friedman’s hypothesis, it

puts consumer debt right in the realm of society and politics. It is

not the consumer, who based on expectations about future

income, makes the deliberate and autonomous choice to engage in the practice of acquiring personal debt.

The debt gets acquired because governmental policies allow for it, and the consumer is simply susceptible to

this influence. The responsibility for the debt, within Rajan’s hypothesis, can therefore not entirely be put

by the creditor. If the extended levels of consumer debt can only be explained by extensive promotion and

access to credit, the creditor also holds, at least some, blame. Therefore, the Rajan Hypothesis regards debt

as a moral phenomenon, in which the creditor holds blame if the debtor holds unresponsible debts.

Society and debt
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As argued in an earlier section of this paper the implication for the notion of consumer debt, as seen from

the perspective of the Permanent Income Hypothesis, is that consumer debt is an amoral phenomenon.

This is contrary to dominant social views concerning the notion, which concerns a very moral stance

towards the notion. Therefore, the Permanent Income Hypothesis deviates from common societal

perspectives of debt.

The Rajan Hypothesis seems to show similarities with the traditional Christian ethic of debt, or at least, to

some extent. Whilst The Rajan Hypothesis places moral weight on the creditor, it does not condemn

interest per se, nor criminalize debtors. A weaker form of the “Christian Ethic” which places blame on the

creditor in an untenable loan but does not condemn interest would apply; an ethic that is also chiseled in

the US bankruptcy law for example.

The language used in economics often implies a normative consideration. Whilst economists might use

words in a certain way, it is important to consider how these same words are used in a societal context.

Let us apply this to our case: these societal views of debt result in a conception of how to deal with the

relationship between creditors and debtors, which is taken into consideration when the policy is made. For

a government to implement policy, such a plan needs to fit into the socially accepted perspective. The

economic discipline itself would benefit from considering these considerations when designing policy. If, for

example, economic policy is designed around the Permanent Income Hypothesis there would arise a clash

between the theory and the dominant societal values. A policy that follows from the theory could look like

the following: give people unrestricted access to credit so that individuals can choose for themselves how

much debt to engage in, based on their expected average lifelong income. If a situation arises, in which an

agent is unable to repay their debt, societal views of “debt” could see it as the individual’s fault. If, however,

value judgments are actively taken into consideration when thinking about economic policy this

discrepancy between economic theory and practice would not have occurred.

It is the economist’s role to be broad-minded; political and ethical

contexts should be considered when thinking about economic

theories and models. Theories of consumption, as have been the

subject of this paper, have value-laden implications, and it has

been shown that these should be considered when designing

economic policy. A more thorough analysis of what some economic

theories specifically mean can be a guideline for a more sustainable

future and a further deepening of our understanding of the

relationship between economic theories and their underlying

values.
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